
I thought I would 
begin with a diary 
entry made by my 
grandmother on July 
20, 1969. She doesn’t 
mention me, but I 
was there that 
evening with her and 
my parents watching 
the Apollo 11 
astronauts land on 
the Moon, and 
Commander Neil 
Armstrong make that 
“one giant leap for 
mankind.” 

I had graduated from college two months earlier, and little 
did I realize that I would be working as a research analyst at 
the Lunar Receiving Laboratory two months later. 
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Team Leader, Landrum Young injects a quail as I assist him. 
A suspension of saline and Lunar soil … brought back from 
the Moon by the Apollo 11 astronauts … was prepared for 
the injection. Notice the containment cabinet that we 
were working in as a part of the Lunar quarantine 
program. 

I am seen in front of the Lunar Receiving 
Laboratory (Building 37) in 2016. I visited 
my workplace after 44 years (1972-2016). 



I joined the Biological Sciences research team near the end of the 
Apollo 11 process, because one of the team members breached 
the containment protocol, and was then quarantined with the 
astronauts. I had been working as a research analyst at the M.D. 
Anderson Cancer Center in Houston … first job out of college. 

Armstrong Collins Aldrin 

Lunar Receiving Laboratory, NASA 

This NASA photograph shows 
again, the team leader, 
Landrum Young working with 
mice in the containment 
cabinet during Apollo 11. 
You’ll notice the double 
barrier (isolator) that 
indicates the mice were 
germ-free.  Germ-free mice 
lack all microorganisms, and 
they are housed in tightly 
controlled and monitored 
isolators to prevent 
contamination. They are 
microbiologically sterile; no 
living organisms can be 
cultured from germ-free 
mouse specimens. 



The images below show examples of biological or containment cabinets. I spent a great deal 
of time working in these cabinets during missions 11, 12, and 14. This quarantine approach 
was to help prevent “forward contamination” (the transfer of life and other forms of 
contamination from Earth to another celestial body … in this case, the Lunar rocks and soil), 
and more importantly, “back contamination” (the introduction of extraterrestrial organisms 
and other forms of contamination into Earth's biosphere). 

Although the formal quarantine for the crew, spacecraft, and lunar samples was over after 
Apollo 14, procedures for handling Lunar material and protecting it from contamination 
remained in effect for the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions. 

NASA NASA 



I remember the first day ... actually, night ... 
of work. When I joined the team, they were 
in the midst of processing the Lunar soil 
(core sample) by the Apollo 11 astronauts.  
 
That first night was as surreal as it gets. I 
entered a change room, and put on a 
"bunny suit" ... similar to a surgical uniform 
... walked through a UV wash (dry shower), 
and then ended up at the beginning of a 
long, corridor. 
 
There were doors running to the left and 
right all the way to the end with autoclaves 
(sterilization units) interspersed on the 
walls. 
 
The laboratory where I would be working 
was at the very end. The team leader 
entered a combination code to open the 
door, and then we entered. 
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When I entered, the first things to catch my 
eye were the large containment cabinets ... 
metallic, glassed, see-through working areas 
with glove ports. I had never seen anything 
like this before except for a hooded work 
area in a microbiology laboratory. I would 
spend the next several months with my 
arms inserted into those glove ports working 
with the Lunar soil from Apollo 11, 12, and 
14 and various animal models (species). The 
team leader and other analysts would be at 
my side as we worked the samples for 
analyses. 
 
That first night on the job of a lifetime left 
me a bit "numb" after eight hours working 
in a surreal setting of "bunny suits", UV 
wash, containment cabinets, sterilization 
units, the tension of having to be very 
careful not to breach the containment 
protocol, and of course the Lunar soil 
sample on the other side of the glass. 

 

This image shows the cabinets with positive 
pressure (gloves extended). For missions 11, 12, 
and 14, the cabinets were under negative pressure 

to prevent “back contamination”. 

NASA 



The circled area (red) indicates the labs where I spent three years working with the Lunar soil and various animal species (models). 



As I have mentioned, the Lunar samples were tested within 
biological or containment cabinets. These cabinets were 
gastight enclosures through which all manipulations were 
performed using neoprene gloves. Air or nitrogen entered 
the cabinets through absolute biological filters, and was 
filtered again before being vented to the outside. All 
material entering the cabinets was sterilized. The cabinets 
were operated at a pressure negative with respect to the 
laboratory to ensure that any leak that developed would be 
directed into the cabinets rather than into the laboratory.  
 
There was also a secondary biological barrier. The rooms 
(labs) in which the cabinets were housed were also 
maintained at a pressure negative with respect to the 
adjacent corridors. This guaranteed that any escaping Lunar 
material would be contained. This secondary biological 
barrier which surrounded the sample laboratory included 
facility systems and operational procedures. Tight building 
construction was used and all penetrations were sealed. All 
solid materials including waste, clothing, and trash were 
sterilized. The sample laboratory area received supplies 
during quarantine operations through ultraviolet-lighted  
(UV) airlocks (BIOMEDICAL RESULTS OF APOLLO - THE LUNAR 
QUARANTINE PROGRAM (Sec.5,Ch.1), NASA). 
 
I remember these airlocks very well since I had to take a UV 
shower each time I entered and exited the building. 



There were three main elements as part of the Biological Protocol: crew microbiology; 
in vitro attempts to culture microorganisms from the lunar sample; and the direct 
challenge of the Lunar sample in biological systems. I was involved in the third 
element. The group of hosts involved higher and lower vertebrates, invertebrates, 
unicellular organisms, and plants. (NASA) 

GUIDELINES 
 
1. The existence of hazardous, replicating microorganisms on 
the moon would be assumed.  
   
 2. Biological containment requirements should be based on 
the most stringent means used for containment of infectious 
terrestrial agents.  
   
3. The sterilization requirement should be based on methods 
needed for the destruction of the most resistant terrestrial 
forms.  
   
4. Hazard detection procedures should be based on an 
alteration of the ecology and classical pathogenicity.  
   
5. The extent of the biological test protocol would be limited 
to facilities approved by the Congress, to well-defined 
systems, and to biological systems of known ecological 
importance. (NASA)  
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These guidelines provided the basis for the Lunar 
Quarantine Program. Although the probability that life 
existed on the Moon was extremely low, the risk was 
sufficiently high that a quarantine program was justified.  
 
The term "hazard" had to be defined before a method of 
detection could be developed. Procedures were limited 
to those capable of detecting an agent that would exhibit 
classical pathogenicity to some terrestrial life form or 
that could establish itself in a terrestrial environment 
and thereby alter the ecology. This guideline limited the 
search to the detection of replicating microorganisms. 
(NASA)  
 
As it related to my responsibilities in the Biological 
Sciences section, the methods used for the detection of 
replicating microorganisms that could cause disease or 
establish and replicate themselves in some terrestrial 
environment /organism were as follows: 
 
Lunar soil (core sample) /saline suspensions were 
prepared for injections and administered; 
 
the various animal species (models) were sampled at 
various time cycles: bled for blood analyses and 
chemistries; dissected for light and electron microscopy 
of various tissues to look for changes in morphology; and 
cultured for microbial procedures.  

Core Tube Sample, Apollo 12, NASA 



My main focus when we received the Apollo 12 sample was to prepare 
saline/Lunar soil suspensions for injection of groups of mice (other species) in 
staggered fashion for incubation and processing. At various time intervals, the 
mice (other species) would be bled for blood analyses and dissected for tissue 
sampling (light and electron microscopy and microbiology). 
 
Keep in mind, all of these precise and tedious procedures were done through 
"bulky" gloves with restricted movement and viewing limitations in the sense that 
you had to be careful that you didn't bang your head on the glass window of the 
containment cabinet. And again, we had to be careful that we didn't "pin prick" 
our gloves, which would have shut down the entire system. As I have mentioned 
previously, an analyst in our area did indeed do this during the Apollo 11 
procedures, and was quarantined with the astronauts. 
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This work environment gave me a greater appreciation of the astronauts’ 
work environment when they were on the Moon working with procedures in 
their “bulky” suits and gloves. 
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If I am correct after 50 years, our 
prepared sample came from this 
Apollo 12 core tube … sample 
12026. It was collected in drive 
tube 1 (S/N 2013) near the Lunar 
module (LM) at the end of the first 
EVA period on the northeast edge 
of Surveyor Crater.  The core was 
19. 3 centimeters long and 
contained 106.6 grams of soil. 
Three small samples were taken 
from near the top, middle, and 
bottom of the core for gas 
analyses; then the core was 
dissected and split longitudinally. 
The split was divided into three 
samples — the top, middle, and 
lower thirds. Each sample was 
sieved, then recombined to form 
part of the BIOPRIME sample (the 
sample used by us in the 
quarantine area) (DESCRIPTION OF 
CORE SAMPLES RETURNED BY 
APOLLO 12, NASA TECHNICAL 
MEMORANDUM, NASA TM X-
58066, November 1971). 
 
We then took this BIOPRIME 
sample and made saline 
suspensions for our injections of 
the mice (other species). Core Tube Sample, Apollo 12, NASA NASA 



As I have mentioned, once the mice 
(other species) were subjected to the 
saline/Lunar soil suspension, it was an 
hourly process of macroscopic and 
microscopic observations with 
exsanguinations/dissections to be able 
to do blood and tissue analyses. Over 
time, I perfected a technique of 
obtaining optimal blood levels with 
minimal hemolysis during the 
exsanguination process, and suggested 
to the team leader that we publish a 
paper on this in a scientific journal. We 
did, and I'll never forget how we 
decided who should be first on the 
author credits ... we flipped a coin, and 
he won, so his name precedes mine on 
the paper. The paper was not only 
accepted for publication, but also won 
first place for best technical paper 
published in the scientific journal, 
Laboratory Animal Science: 
http://tomrchambers.com/las.pdf 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http://tomrchambers.com/las.pdf?fbclid%3DIwAR3a2YQO-MfecJdBqSCBYnyJhzySxQ4DAcSElMNzisPFAxhtnhU-Zv287QE&h=AT2g7tPtQO_GFZQq5tGIdOCA-11vyLOnnRfEROeZfJjg9fvvMYfas_FOKDvIg9cLsb1oDDcxBu4vTyICmDDMXp2Xn9M9gQDUKdGCsHkl-4m0mtD1ykSlzxGwq5emCSlSe2KZzTUPz0p2SRAS2dWBxJhnayzlH_GCFV6BXIo0IoQ2ZGvUswyseWXTLySzqxvSYjDIempDcOt3EEPBrGZsjVywZyr6vZ-bcFS2YO090EjnjdB35a8Y7IXTtUUwolma5AEVRIeV1fU5rtBWc1lvn8aqYJruO6eeFJEgJFsrUfGekngTMnakiFiWivmoT6B1mHPdqZNQA4L8ohrkv4ZRPmI7pn-Lsc78QVHQVgiZqz1MVj5opQuaXm4VKzTlRG1qjR0zPt1pS0x1OwCogRucqLKZOq8Wvr9pFbVrF-CrwQzuhGnGfOwqXXcQejffYXa4vBo2z5-Fe8RqhnfYQduAHlCYlFT_ZTQHApV_6DMGmGOPWiLXqURgBHSz7ACNEGGuFQh5uSdqX6oUqh72pRNqjG3SLqjT0BygGsl4y_d70zkiwZCTEVrbqhB1vg4tw_thBVFXxQqsASAylZRRIM0E7l4JJ_HW4uzMbTvz7BXRivJ_zBalZO4K9wF-_OQZcZCAkIh6V0CoVi8d3MNpzQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http://tomrchambers.com/las.pdf?fbclid%3DIwAR3a2YQO-MfecJdBqSCBYnyJhzySxQ4DAcSElMNzisPFAxhtnhU-Zv287QE&h=AT2g7tPtQO_GFZQq5tGIdOCA-11vyLOnnRfEROeZfJjg9fvvMYfas_FOKDvIg9cLsb1oDDcxBu4vTyICmDDMXp2Xn9M9gQDUKdGCsHkl-4m0mtD1ykSlzxGwq5emCSlSe2KZzTUPz0p2SRAS2dWBxJhnayzlH_GCFV6BXIo0IoQ2ZGvUswyseWXTLySzqxvSYjDIempDcOt3EEPBrGZsjVywZyr6vZ-bcFS2YO090EjnjdB35a8Y7IXTtUUwolma5AEVRIeV1fU5rtBWc1lvn8aqYJruO6eeFJEgJFsrUfGekngTMnakiFiWivmoT6B1mHPdqZNQA4L8ohrkv4ZRPmI7pn-Lsc78QVHQVgiZqz1MVj5opQuaXm4VKzTlRG1qjR0zPt1pS0x1OwCogRucqLKZOq8Wvr9pFbVrF-CrwQzuhGnGfOwqXXcQejffYXa4vBo2z5-Fe8RqhnfYQduAHlCYlFT_ZTQHApV_6DMGmGOPWiLXqURgBHSz7ACNEGGuFQh5uSdqX6oUqh72pRNqjG3SLqjT0BygGsl4y_d70zkiwZCTEVrbqhB1vg4tw_thBVFXxQqsASAylZRRIM0E7l4JJ_HW4uzMbTvz7BXRivJ_zBalZO4K9wF-_OQZcZCAkIh6V0CoVi8d3MNpzQ


This is the second page 
of the article. I like this 
bit of literary/scientific 
accomplishment now 
for its historic nature. 



By observation of plant and animal diseases, it 
was determined that most terrestrial disease 
agents were capable of invading a host and 
causing evident disease symptoms within 21 
days after exposure of the host. Most disease 
agents capable of causing epidemic or rapidly 
spreading diseases were sufficiently virulent to 
be transmitted in less than 21 days. It was 
decided that a crew quarantine period of at least 
21 days should be required after each Apollo 
mission. Intensive medical examinations of the 
flight crewmembers during quarantine 
determined if any medical problems existed as a 
result of exposure to lunar material. (NASA) 
 
Let me stop here and mention a member of the 
medical team, Rudy Landry. We became very 
good friends, and his enthusiasm for Project 
Apollo was infectious … no pun intended. He 
passed away several months ago, and I want to 
dedicate this presentation to him.  
 
Our procedures in the Biological Sciences section 
followed similar guidelines with a repetitive 
approach to ensure that the release of the Lunar 
samples to other investigative teams did not 
represent a hazard. 



The hourly process of macroscopic and microscopic observations with 
exsanguinations to be able to do blood and tissue analyses was definitely a grind. 
We had to be punctual ... right on ... and deliver results at a fast pace to satisfy the 
"concerns of the day" ... is the Moon safe? And we had to be careful not to 
contaminate the samples that were brought back. 
 
As tests were progressing for the Apollo 12 Lunar soil, we also had to begin 
preparations for the return of the Apollo 13 samples. We set up procedures and 
modifications based on prior techniques with missions 11 and 12, and practiced 
the various approaches so they would become routine. Little did we realize that 
these projected routines would be broken. 

NASA 



As usual ... like the previous missions 
... we were anticipating the launch 
of Apollo 13, their journey to the 
surface of the Moon to collect 
"OUR" sample, and their return to 
Earth. But, the accident that 
happened to them along the way 
changed everything, and a "doom 
and gloom cloud hung over" the 
Lunar Receiving Laboratory. We had 
to be conscious of our ongoing 
procedures and tests with the 
mission 11 and 12 samples, but it 
was a difficult task to get our head 
around the fact that we might lose 
our Apollo 13 astronauts over a 
bunch of rocks. Of course, I 
remember this distinctly, and I 
walked into work those few days 
with nothing else on my mind except 
concern for Lovell, Haise, and 
Swigert. 
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There was about a four-month delay for 
Project Apollo because of the mission 13 
problems, so we did some maneuvering as 
well, which meant I worked on other research 
activities. I remember walking into the 
medical laboratory area to utilize their 
electrophoresis equipment to do some 
enzyme work on mice that had been 
subjected to Lunar soil. I began utilizing their 
equipment to establish enzyme baselines. I 
got pretty good at this, too, and ended up 
publishing my results in another scientific 
journal. 
 
Apollo 14 made it through the process ... 
everyone on "pins and needles" because of 
the Apollo 13 mishap ... and we received our 
Lunar soil sample. We were excited as ever as 
we opened the lid, and witnessed the Moon 
... again, but a different part of this celestial 
body. The Apollo 12 sample was from the 
southeastern portion of the Ocean of Storms, 
and our new sample (mission 14) was from 
the Fra Mauro formation. 

NASA 
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We essentially performed the same procedures subjecting animal species 
(models) to the Lunar soil. The crews of Apollo 11, 12, and 14 experienced no 
health problems as a result of their exposure to Lunar material. The test species, 
plant and animal, which were exposed to and injected with Lunar material 
showed no adverse alterations or ill effects from exposure. Since exhaustive 
studies of the astronauts and returned lunar samples indicated there was no 
hazard to Earth’s biosphere, the Interagency Committee on Back-
Contamination, in January of 1970, concurred in NASA’s recommendation that 
stringent quarantine rules be abandoned for future Apollo missions to the 
Moon (BIOMEDICAL RESULTS OF APOLLO - THE LUNAR QUARANTINE PROGRAM 
(Sec.5,Ch.1), NASA). 
 
And as I have mentioned, although the formal quarantine for the crew, 
spacecraft, and lunar samples was over after Apollo 14, procedures for handling 
Lunar material and protecting it from contamination remained in effect for the 
Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions. 
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For missions 15, 16, and 17, I moved my 
focus a bit to also include macrophage 
studies after Lunar soil exposure. The 
macrophage is an important component 
of the innate immune system that plays 
a strong regulatory role as a vital link 
with adaptive immunity. The procedures 
involved peritoneal lavages (washes) of 
mice (other species) after Lunar 
soil/saline injections and incubation.  
 
I also conducted extensive still /cine-film 
photomicrography of macrophage 
behavior (ingestion/reaction) to the soil 
particulates. This exposure to the 
documentation aspects of the research 
is probably the main reason that I later 
moved into medical/scientific media. Jim Irwin, Lunar Module Pilot, pushes the 

core tube in by hand before hammering it 
the rest of the way. (Apollo 15, NASA) 



Charlie Duke, Lunar Module Pilot made this 
photograph of the core tube after hammering 
it into the ground. (Apollo 16, NASA) 

Gene Cernan, Commander made this 
photograph of the core tube after hammering 
it into the ground. (Apollo 17, NASA) 



I refined the peritoneal lavage technique at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory, and 
published this technical paper in Laboratory Animal Science (Vol. 25, No. 5, 1975) later 
when I was a Research Associate at the University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston 
(Texas), 1975. 

http://tomrchambers.com/las2.pdf 

http://tomrchambers.com/las2.pdf
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The Lunar Receiving Laboratory 
badge that was worn for all 
missions. Unfortunately, I have 
lost all of my memorabilia over 
the years.  

This photograph shows Phil, research 
analyst in Botany working with plants 
in the containment cabinet . Our labs 
were in close proximity. You’ll notice 
his “bunny suit” that we all wore. 



Phil was small in stature, and he was frequently called over to the spacesuit training 
area to put on and test the suit for functionality and maneuverability. He asked me 
to go with him on a couple of occasions to take photographs of him and the process. 
I did this, and then handed him the camera. I wish I had those photographs today.  



On my return to the Lunar Receiving Laboratory (Building 37) in 2016, the interior 
configuration had changed so much that I couldn’t find my way. I eventually figured out the 
location of my laboratories, crew reception area, etc. I also made it over to the Lunar 
Sample Laboratory Facility (Building 31) where Andrea Mosie, Lab Manager showed me one 
of the Lunar rocks.  

TRC, 2016 TRC, 2016 

TRC, 2016 EC, 2016 



Thank You. 

 
Tom R. Chambers 

tom@tomrchambers.com 

TRC, 2016 


